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Niokh is fast-paced and severely punished. Giving you a list of things to try to remember while playing would be like asking you to juggle chainsaws, except that chainsaws are predictable. It's more like juggling cats. Related Understanding Nioh: A guide below, we're going to give you a list of things to remember after all. You're going to fall in Nioha a lot. You're going to die a lot. You are going to play
missions and battles over and over again. And that's fine. Just try to learn something from it. This list is one of the things we learned from failing a lot, so you haven't failed so much. Use your items there are so many items to pick up in Nioh that it's easy to just let them wash over you and forget to actually use them. Do not. Find out what they're doing and use them. Accumulation of items is just going to get
you killed (more). Appropriate your Nioh prey as a shortcut to the Effects of Antidot Control your friend when you inevitably get pinned down and poisoned by a low-level resident (these creepy guys with a pickaxe). Pop the antidote to get rid of this poison effect worn away in your life. Paralysis in Nioha is deadly. If you find yourself facing an enemy that can paralyze you, equip some needle acupuncture
needles in one of your label slots. It instantly cures your paralysis (but doesn't heal any damage) by allowing you to get to safety. When all else fails, sacred ashes will heal any condition - but this is a very rare point. Damage deal Moment mascots (talismen?) Call your spirit guardian for a short time to attack your enemies. Moment mascots are a stripped-down version of your live weapon. You can use them
at any time - not just when your sensor is full - to deal with some additional damage that is tough yokai or boss. Earth, fire, wind, water and heart, er, lightning amulets add elementary damage to your weapon. Sometimes, you just want to have some additional damage to get through the fight faster or you can adapt what elementary damage you add to the enemy you are fighting to give yourself an edge.
The queen of horoku and the kayak-dam are grenades. Use it. There will be plenty to pick up, so you'll top up the cache of them quickly enough. And you can only carry a limited amount, so why not use them? These items are thrown, so you can keep some distance between you and your target. If you throw more than one, your target can catch fire, causing even more damage every second or so. (We
took out some of the one-eyed yokai in this way with less than 10 grenades.) Recognizing defeat Use the items we have talked about in our editorial guide Nioh - candle call, harakari swords, travel amulets, fragments of himorogi and branches - to get out of Sometimes you're just in over your head, and instead of making yourself crazy to lose the same fight over and over again, you have to find out when
it's time to cut and run. There's no shame in burning the candle of the call to get back all this amrite, the radita you've worked so hard for, or using harakari harakari. or travel the amulet just to return to this last shrine. And it's surprisingly easy to overestimate your ability to take on this next mission or sub mission - use himorogi items to undo your miscalculation. Use the blacksmith This Tome, the blacksmith
of Nioha ... stretching the forging of new armor and weapons is not only busy with work. Turn all these materials that you take into gear. Tom the blacksmith can make amazingly strong weapons and armor for you quite early in the game. If you find yourself with lots of common materials, fake them in rare versions of yourself before turning them into tackles. Rare gear is better than gear. Soul matching
questions. A lot. We were confused by it at first (and for a long time after that, to be honest). We used the feeding analogy in our Nioh guide, and it works well. That's what you eat for swords. Soul Matching turns the weapon you're already well into a more powerful version of yourself. Use a soul matching on armor, too. Finding that perfect defense balance compared to the technique of weight speed is
difficult. Feed that heavy, high-defense armor for your ideal armor weight to increase your defense multiplier. You can make yourself some really great armor this way. However... Don't get attached to anything. Not your favorite sword, not that huge hat, even your spirit guardian. In playing with things like that, you will find something better. This sword will become obsolete after several missions. This armor
will look absolutely primitive by the time you get to the next region. The bonuses given by your spirit guardian will be wrong for what you do. Learn to let go. Best. Headband. Never. If you get hung up on performances - for example, that headband looks too cool to give up and really brings William's entire ensemble together - Nioh has you covered. (And know that we fully understand, because we poured a
lot of time into that headband you see above). Pass the equipment to nioha's blacksmith to make it look like something else. Appearance is a silly thing to worry about in a game where you are constantly the one sliding up from death, but as Sun Tzu said: looks good as, 90 precent wins. (quote is necessary) Play sub missions Don't ignore sub missions. They have loot and rewards. Sub missions give you
items as a reward and earn you amrita that you can use to align. You often get very powerful weapons or blacksmith texts - books that teach Tom the blacksmith how to make better gears - and they are usually worth the effort. Just make sure your level of character is several levels higher than the mission level, or you find yourself in need of those admitting hitting points we just talked about. Repeat the
main missions If you find yourself trying to advance the main storyline, return and repeat previous missions. Even the earliest you amrite (so you can align) and you're already familiar with the level, so you're not going to be as Surprised. Get amrita, grab the elements, foam, rinse and repeat. Just... Don't expect it to be an easy look: There's no easy mode in Nioh, and you're just not going to the coast
through any mission - even the missions you've routed have overpowered. The best you can hope for is to get far enough ahead of the mission levels that you can make a few mistakes without the situation becoming catastrophic. And that's quite a lot of the time. Take on these retribution Check your opponent's level before you fight on the bloody grave of Bloody Graves is not just a fun distraction. These
retributions for Williams' other players tend to have some good tackles. Just choose your fights carefully. Check the level of retribution before fighting, and don't take on someone who is clearly way more powerful than you. Positions are useful, not just to show Nioh positions not just an extra level of difficulty on top of an already complex game. They're there for a reason. Get comfortable changing your
position on the fly in the middle of fights to suit your needs and know the difference between the two. A high position isn't going to do you much good against an enemy who spends all his time attacking - and a low position isn't going to do you any good against an enemy who spends all his time blocking. You will have to learn to switch eventually, so get into the habit early. Use the environment to your
advantage The design level in Nioh is complex and confusing, but you can turn it to your advantage. Knocking the enemy off a cliff in Nioha Get a drop on enemies. You do a lot of damage when you drop an attack, so use it whenever it makes sense. Look for things to drop off and lure enemies to you if you can. Get enemies off the rocks. Your attacks push enemies back (and samurai skill that adds punch
makes it even bigger). If you are near a cliff or ledge or roof edge, use this. Removing someone from a cliff kills them just as well as driving a spear through their guts, so fighting smarter, not harder. Related Understanding Nioh Is Better: A Guide to Your Second 10 Hours of Fighting about Ki Management Positions is helpful, but nothing will help you if you're always doubled and wheezing. Keep your
equipment weight rate low - there's a clipping of about 70 percent of what you want to stay under. Don't swing wildly. Look for holes and don't waste your precious ki on pointless attacks. If you find yourself in a fight where you are just always draining the ki, check your inventory for sacred water. This item allows you to top up your ki faster. Practice ki momentum and use it the last thing you need while
playing Nioh is another button to press in the middle of a fight, but this one is irreplaceable. It's not just to cleanse the yokai worlds. Ki pulses are the fastest way to replenish your ki. And, with the right samurai skills, this will stimulate the next With enough practice (and almost inhumane time), you'll be able to click on the attack long after your ki would've run out - while increase the damage from the attack.
Ask for help in fighting William is lonely, taking on all these thugs and demons by itself. But it doesn't have to be. Offer your okcho cups to the sanctuary and get yourself a multiplayer backup. Having someone out there to help you will make getting through the overwhelming level easier or turning back in your favor in this brutal boss battle (we offer a cup of okcho before every boss fight now). Of course,
there is pride in saying that you did it on your own, but the game is already punishing enough. You're not going to get it right on the first try...... or a third attempt. Or, sometimes, the eleventh attempt. We're going to shut down this guide with the same feeling we started with: You're going to fail and you're going to die. A lot. It's part of Nioh - and it's not a comment about your abilities. Learn from your
mistakes. Think of your failures as a practice and go back there. Try something different next time until you find something that works. The management of the Niokh landfill does not end there. We also have a nioh beginner guide focused on the first 10 hours at Nioh. Check out that to learn about wrestling, positions, shrines, alignment and much, much more. Polygon Nioh's advanced guidebook is focused
on your second 10 hour game. Be sure and check it out to learn all about the region's screen, blacksmith, thorium gates, items and customization skills. Settings. nioh 2 ng+ guide. nioh ng+ guide
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